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Charlie was one of my most memorable students from the early years of my
career. With his ready smile and quick wit, Charlie was popular with both teachers and students. He always had an answer for every question, and whether or
not his answers were correct, they were always entertaining. Charlie was the star
of the class—except when it came to reading.
Charlie came to school with limited experiences with print. In Kindergarten,
when the other children were learning their letters, Charlie made towers with the
alphabet blocks. In Grade 1 he struggled with letters and sounds but, with lots of
help, he managed to crack the code by the end of Grade 2. In Grade 3, when most
of his friends were reading chapter books with fluency, Charlie was still sounding
out a lot of words, relying on picture cues, and mostly avoiding books whenever
he could. When Charlie arrived at my door in Grade 4, he was clearly in trouble. He spent most of the independent reading time at the bookshelf “choosing
a book.” He carried novels around like props, only pretending to read them. In
content-area reading, he was totally out of his depth.
Charlie’s problems with reading were not unique to him then, and they’re not
unique today. The bad news is that, despite the decades of research on reading
instruction since I taught Charlie, we’ve made little progress in reducing the percentage of students who struggle with reading. Most statistics indicate that about
a quarter of the students in any grade are reading below grade level. And we are
quite likely to have more than one “Charlie” in any classroom. These students are
often (but not always) boys. During reading time, they might fake reading, get a
friend to read for them, or simply misbehave. After all, most kids would rather
get attention for being “bad” than for being “dumb.”
Of course, there’s no single mold from which all struggling learners are cast.
There are many different reasons readers struggle. Medical, cognitive, emotional,
and behavioral challenges undoubtedly interfere with learning; these are serious disabilities that are not within the purview of this book. But for most students with reading difficulties, there are a whole range of needs that can—and
must—be dealt with by the classroom teacher: students whose first language is
not the language of instruction; students whose life experiences do not provide
the background knowledge needed to access academic or literary texts; students
whose ability or speed of functioning is just a little slower than that of their peers;
students who missed picking up some key skills along the way; students who can
read, but have lost the motivation to do so. These are the “extra scoop” kids—
students who often need just a little more teaching or practice or attention to get
them on track with reading. And the good news is that it’s not too late, even in
middle school, to provide those extra scoops of instruction that will get the great
majority of these students back on track (Roberts, G. et al, 2013).
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We used to assume that by Grade 6 or 7 or 8, reading difficulties were irreversible, and our best option was to provide “band-aid” solutions like week-ahead
reading, reading the text aloud to students who couldn’t manage it on their own,
buddying up struggling readers with more competent readers, or simply s-l-ow-i-n-g d-o-w-n the whole process. However, the problem with band-aids, as we
know, is that they simply don’t stick forever. Another outdated school of thought
is that struggling readers just need more practice on discrete skills, like decoding
and letter patterns. (In truth, only about 10% of struggling adolescent readers
have issues with decoding.) So reading class meant lots of time with worksheets
and little time with actual reading. As a result, the kids who needed reading
practice the most got it the least, a phenomenon sometimes referred to as “the
Matthew effect,” a Biblical reference to the rich getting richer and the poor getting poorer (Stanovich, 1986).
What struggling readers really need is opportunities to read a lot, with texts
that they can and want to read. They need explicit instruction in the long-term
strategies that will enable them to tackle tough texts when a teacher or reading
buddy isn’t on hand. They need to build, not just competence, but also confidence in themselves as readers, writers, and thinkers. Really, isn’t that what all
readers need? In fact, research has shown that good instruction for struggling
readers is not very different from good instruction for students reading at grade
level (Torgesen et al, 2007). But struggling readers need that good instruction
even more.
This book is about teaching and learning—the explicit instruction, modeling, and demonstration of the habits of effective readers; and routines for guided
practice and independent application by students. It is organized around the
instructional needs of struggling readers:
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In the chapters of this book, you will find a range of teaching ideas from which
to choose as you plan instruction targeted to the unique needs of your students.
Although most of the lesson routines are specifically designed for small-group
instruction, they can be easily adapted to whole-class or individualized learning.
Each lesson is focused around a specific learning goal and includes a must-do—
a learning activity that requires students to independently practice what they
learned in the lesson.
In my previous book, Guiding Readers: Making the most of the 18-minute guided
reading lesson, I included just one chapter on small-group reading instruction for
struggling readers in upper grades. But I kept hearing from teachers of upperelementary- and intermediate-grade students that they wanted more lesson
routines geared to their grade levels. This book emerged from their requests.
Teachers familiar with Guiding Readers will recognize some of my favorite material, such as the Reading Toolkit, “clicks and clunks” reading, and the Independent Reading Log—here, they are all carefully chosen to be appropriate for
students in Grades 3 to 9.
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It’s not enough to simply help struggling readers read today’s material; they
need to build strategic independence to read tomorrow’s texts on their own. It’s
not enough to simply make some progress; we need to accelerate progress so they
catch up to their grade-level peers before it’s too late. And we need real instruction that works, since we know that worksheets simply don’t work and band-aids
won’t stick. This book is intended to provide a collection of practical and proven
teaching ideas for anyone working with struggling readers, many of whom just
need that “extra scoop” of instruction that will help them become the confident,
independent, and strategic readers of tomorrow.
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